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Dear Sir/Madam:
RE: The White House Council on Eliminating Regulatory Barriers to Affordable Housing; Request for
Information
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the White House Council on Eliminating Regulatory
Barriers to Affordable Housing. HUD framed the issue best in stating that “for many Americans, the
supply of available housing has not kept pace with the demand for housing by prospective renters and
homebuyers, driving up housing costs.” To increase the supply of affordable housing, our comments
provide insights on the following key points:
1) Information on new data to measure new construction activity at granular levels of geography;
2) The empirical case demonstrating that new construction activity acts to tamp down the rate of
home price appreciation (HPA), thereby helping to keep HPA more in line with wage growth;
3) The root cause of the affordable housing shortage is land use and laws, not labor and lumber;
4) Commencing in 1921 the federal government was the driving force behind the widespread
adoption of zoning by municipalities and the near exclusive shift to zoning districts restricted to
1-unit, single-family structures;
5) The U.S Department of Commerce was complicit in promoting the use of geographically
separated zoning districts consisting of (i) 1-unit, single-family structures or (ii) multifamily
structures (including 2-4 units) to keep racial and ethnic groups separate;
6) Beginning in 1934 the Federal Housing Administration took over from the Commerce
Department and continued to play a pivotal role in using zoning to keep Blacks and immigrants
from southern and central Europe in zoning districts segregated from whites;
7) Remedial action should be taken by HUD to ameliorate the wrongs it committed regarding
zoning, specifically promoting the use of geographically separated zoning districts consisting of
either (i) 1-unit, single-family structures or (ii) multifamily structures (including 2-4 units) with
the purpose of keeping racial and ethnic groups separate;
8) The quantity of “missing” 2-4 unit residential dwellings and structures is estimated at 8 million
units;
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9) Replacing 1-unit, single-family zoning districts with Light-Touch Zoning (LTZ) districts (defined as
zones that allow 1-4 unit dwellings or structures, which is how at the federal level, single-family
is defined) presents a market-based solution that would substantially ameliorate the current
supply-demand imbalance, which we can demonstrate using a case study;
10) By Right Light Touch Density (LTD) represents the low hanging fruit of the plethora of supply
constraints;
11) Key indicators to measure performance in increasing the supply of affordable housing;
12) How to expand FHA’s role in increasing the supply of entry-level housing.
It would be a pleasure to discuss this recommendation further with you at your convenience, should you
so desire. Thank you again for the chance to participate in this timely request for information.
Yours respectfully,
Edward J. Pinto
Director, AEI Housing Center
American Enterprise Institute
pintoedward1@gmail.com
240-423-2848

Tobias J. Peter
Director of Research, AEI Housing Center
American Enterprise Institute
tobias.peter@aei.org
202-419-5201
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1) Information on new data to measure new construction activity at granular levels of geography
The AEI Housing Center has constructed an innovative data set that identifies new home sales across the
US. Through compiling data from public sources such as tax assessments, deed records, and listings, our
data are both comprehensive and detailed. This bottom-up approach, which involves analyzing each
individual home sale, is also highly accurate (for methodological details, see appendix).
Our data have undergone rigorous quality control.1 The AEI Housing Center’s national new construction
totals yield similar results on the national level to the US Census Bureau’s New Residential Sales results.
The AEI Housing Center’s data could be a more accurate measure since they aggregate individual sales,
as opposed to the Census Bureau’s totals, which uses a stratified sampling design to gross up surveylevel data.2
Chart 1: Comparison of AEI New Construction Sales and Census Bureau New Residential Sales
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Source: AEI Housing Center, www.AEI.org/housing, and US Census Bureau

Another advantage is that the AEI Housing Center’s data are available at granular levels of geography,
down to the census tract. Each sale has a known geo-coordinate and the address associated with it, but
the data are published at the aggregated census tract level or higher to ensure privacy. In contrast, the
Census Bureau’s survey data are only available for the four large Census regions. Moreover, the AEI
Housing Center’s data are detailed and contain fields like financing used (FHA, Conventional, etc.), the

1

Random samples of the data have been checked against Zillow, Google Street View, and other sources to verify
accuracy. One challenge that remains is how to address owner-built homes. For instance, since our methodology
relies on data from home sale transactions, owner-built housing may not be identified as new supply since the
home has not been sold. Moreover, latency in the filing of public records can introduce errors in the results for the
most recent month. We estimate this error to be small and limited to the most recent 1-2 months. For further
details on methodology and quality control, see Appendix.
2
The Census Bureau’s stratified sampling design involves surveys “performed monthly in the approximately 900
permit-issuing places and 80 non-permit areas … Permits for buildings with 1 to 4 units are sampled at an overall
rate of 1 in 50.” See https://www.census.gov/construction/nrs/how_the_data_are_collected/index.html
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exact sale price, and home characteristics, such as square footage. This allows for in-depth analysis of
trends in new construction sales.3 Finally, the AEI data have little lag, are free to the public, and are
available for download on our website.4
To illustrate an example of what the AEI Housing Center’s data can be used for, suppose one was
interested in tracking new construction sales in near real-time for a particular metro area, like Seattle,
WA. Using the New Construction page on the AEI Housing Center’s “The State of the Housing Market”
interactive website, one can view the number of new construction sales for the entire metro, as well as
for each individual county.
Table 1: One example of the geographic detail in the AEI Housing Center new construction data

Source: AEI Housing Center, www.AEI.org/housing

Moreover, by splitting the data into entry-level and move-up price tiers, users can observe the price
point where builders are most active. This method of splitting the market into price tiers is superior
because it provides a market-based, metro- and time-specific demarcation between segments based on
FHA sales prices, which are a good proxy for first-time buyers. Further it is useful in this context because
many metro areas have much more new construction activity in the move-up market than in the entrylevel market. Additionally, since the data is outcome-based, users can infer where builders appear to be
less encumbered by burdensome regulations. In contrast, input-based measures, such as counting the
reduction in the number of regulations, may fail to highlight how these regulations affect new
construction activity.5

3

The Census Bureau also has new construction sales and financing by price bucket and geographic region, but this
is far less granular than the AEI new construction data. See
https://www.census.gov/construction/nrs/index.html
4
Data are currently available upon request. We are finishing a webpage that will allow for users to download the
data.
5
We are also in the process of adding additional statistics on new construction sales to our website.
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2) The empirical case demonstrating that new construction activity acts to tamp down the rate of
home price appreciation (HPA), thereby helping to keep HPA more in line with wage growth.
Housing has become unaffordable because house prices have risen significantly faster than incomes.6 As
noted by HUD, this is the result of demand outstripping supply. Burdensome regulations - in some
jurisdictions more so than others - have deterred builders from adding sufficient new supply to meet
new demand from household formation and immigration, or to replace an aging housing stock. Basic
economics predicts that were new supply added, house prices would experience less home price
appreciation, holding all else equal.
We can observe this price/new supply activity relationship using our new construction data. We regress
the months’ supply and share of new home sales on the year over year rate of house price appreciation
(HPA) for each price tier in each of the 100 largest metro areas from 2013:Q1 to 2019:Q2.7 We find that
a 10 percentage point increase in the new sale share of all home sales within a price tier results in a 0.4
percentage point decrease in the rate of HPA in the same tier in the same quarter (calculated at the
median new sale share).8 The size of this relationship is significant when one considers the following
situation: assume year-over-year HPA for the low-medium price bin is 5% and wages are growing at
3.5%. The wedge between the two is 1.5 ppts. If instead, year-over-year HPA were 4.5%, the wedge is
now 1.0 ppts., a 33% reduction in wedge size. This reduction would operate to keep unsustainable levels
of HPA more in check with wages. Adding to supply (especially in the low, low-med, and bottom half of
the med-high price bins) has the salutary effect of tamping down home price increases for moderate
income households.
Table 2: Relationship between New Supply and Home Price Appreciation (HPA)

Source: AEI Housing Center, www.AEI.org/housing
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See Slide 3 from “Special briefing on FHA,” AEI Housing Center, January 16, 2020
https://www.aei.org/economics/special-briefing-on-fha/, and “Home Prices Growing Faster than Wages: Ways
Lenders Can Help Future Borrowers,” Freddie Mac, August 22, 2019,
https://sf.freddiemac.com/articles/insights/home-prices-growing-faster-than-wages-ways-lenders-can-helpfuture-borrowers
7
Some lower-cost metros such as Pittsburgh or Cleveland have too few sales in the high price tier. For these
metros, we do not include a high tier in the regression.
8
These findings are statistically significant at the 1% level.
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Furthermore, we can demonstrate that adding supply through new construction tempers home price
increases using a second example incorporating AEI’s new construction sale data. We split US metros
into three groups based on employment growth from 1990-2017 to account for differences in new
housing demand. After doing so, we find that for metros with above-average employment growth (grey
line), higher levels of new construction activity are associated with lower home price growth. The same
trend – albeit to a lesser extent- applies to metros with average employment growth (orange line). Only
for metros with below average employment growth is this relationship missing (blue line).
Chart 2: Relationship between Home Price Appreciation and New Construction Sales: by Employment
Growth

Source: AEI Housing Center, www.AEI.org/housing

The above chart provides further insight on the effects of a geographic concentration of low new
construction activity in the West and in particular California. Seven of the 22 metros in the upper left
corner box are in California. Another ten (Reno, Las Vegas, Seattle, Denver, Phoenix, Portland, Spokane,
Sacramento, Salt Lake City, and Colorado Springs) are affected by California trends as priced-out
homebuyers move into these metros, thereby tightening supply. All metros show an average to belowaverage entry-level new construction share of sales and above-average home price appreciation. This
chart illustrates how supply constraints on new construction activity can have ripple effects far beyond
the respective metro.
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3) The root cause of the affordable housing shortage is land use and laws, not labor and lumber
The affordable housing shortage stems from a largely self-inflicted wound: Land use and regulatory
policy mistakes made by many local jurisdictions. When comparing the house price appreciation (HPA)
outcomes of different metro areas, there is strong evidence that regulatory environments have a pivotal
influence. Some metros are able to combine strong economic growth, robust new construction, and
housing affordability (see Chart 2 above). For instance, Charlotte, NC and Houston, TX have experienced
significant employment growth, while maintaining house price affordability. These metros have done so
through building substantially more housing in response to employment growth. Charlotte and Houston
have less burdensome regulatory environments. In contrast, other high employment growth metros, like
Seattle, WA and Phoenix, AZ have experienced far greater HPA. These metros have little new
construction activity, and are more tightly regulated.9
This evidence contradicts a common claim that labor and lumber costs (in addition to lands cost and
land use restrictions) are holding back new construction activity. Since January 2012, in nominal terms,
labor costs have risen roughly 20%, and lumber costs increased about 10% before falling close to their
2012 levels.10 Over that same time frame, house prices have risen around 45%, more than offsetting
higher input costs.
Consider the case of Portland, OR. The Portland metro offers a fairly clean natural experiment, since it
extends into two states divided along the Columbia River into two separate legal regimes. Labor
availability and lumber costs ought to be similar in both areas. Therefore, differences in building activity
are likely due to differences in land and laws.
The next chart shows a side-by-side heat map for the entry-level and move-up segment in the Portland,
OR metro. The new construction sales are for 2018. What stands is out that in the move-up segment,
there is little difference between the Oregon or Washington parts of the metro. For the entry-level
segment, however, the large majority of sales is situated in the Washington part of the metro. These
sales are also interspersed with the move-up segment sales, while on the Oregon side entry-level sales
are confined to the outer rim of the metro.

9

Gyourko, Joseph, Jonathan Hartley, and Jacob Krimmel. The Local Residential Land Use Regulatory Environment
across US Housing Markets: Evidence from a New Wharton Index. No. w26573. National Bureau of Economic
Research, 2019.
10
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Average Hourly Earnings of Production and Nonsupervisory Employees, Total
Private [AHETPI], retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, and
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Producer Price Index by Commodity for Lumber and Wood Products: Logs, Bolts,
Timber, Pulpwood and Wood Chips [WPU085], retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
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Chart 3: Heat Map of 2018 Entry-level and Move-up New Construction Sales in the Portland, OR Metro

Source: AEI Housing Center, www.AEI.org/housing

A look at the numbers confirm these results. Clark Co., WA had 41% of Portland metro's new
construction sales in 2018, but only 17.5% of its population. Clark’s sales have tripled from 2012 to 2018,
being equally divided between entry and move-up sales. On the other hand, in Multnomah Co., OR, new
construction sales have been flat from 2012 to 2018 and the entry-level share of all new construction
sales has fallen from 52% in 2012 to 26% in 2018.
We attribute these outcomes to differences in laws, and in particular Urban Growth Boundaries (UGBs).
Both Clark Co., WA and Multnomah Co., OR have state mandated UGBs. However, while the UGBs on
the OR side of the Portland metro were amended 35 times in 38 years (this could be more appropriately
referred to as spot UGB), these amendments have only added 15% more land from 1971 while the
metro has grown 130% in population over the same period.

4) Commencing in 1921 the federal government was the driving force behind the widespread
adoption of zoning by municipalities and the near exclusive shift to zoning districts restricted to 1unit, single-family structures.
As of September 1921, only 48 cities and towns, with a total of less than 11,000,000 inhabitants, had
adopted zoning ordinances. By 1931, a total of 46,000,000 U.S. inhabitants lived under zoning,
comprising 67 percent of the urban U.S. population.11

11

Advisory Committee on Zoning of the U.S. Department of Commerce, The Preparation of Zoning Ordinances. A
Guide for Municipal Officials and Others in the Arrangement of Provisions of Zoning Regulations, 1931.
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How, in a nation operating under a duel sovereign federal structure, where the police power was vested
in the then 48 states which in turn delegated that power to thousands of individual municipalities, did
single district zoning became commonplace in a matter of a few years in such a broad swath of urban
areas, with judicial confirmation at the highest state and federal levels?12
How did it happen that the common-sense definition of ‘single-family residential’ was abandoned? Even
today, FHA, Fannie Mae, the U.S. Census Bureau, and many other agencies define single family more
broadly as 1-4 dwellings or structures.13
The answer is the central and determining role played by of the U.S. Department of Commerce and its
Advisory Committee on City Planning and Zoning in the 1920s and early-1930s. Commencing in 1921 the
federal government became the driving force behind the widespread adoption of zoning by
municipalities and the near exclusive move to zones which prohibited structures with more than oneunit.
This effort was spearheaded by the U.S. Department of Commerce (hereafter “Commerce
Department”), the Division of Building and Housing, and the department’s long-time cabinet secretary
and later U.S. president, Herbert Hoover.
Hoover appointed the Advisory Committee on Zoning in 1921. Hoover, a civil engineer and technocrat,
assembled what he considered to be the United States’ best and brightest experts in zoning and
planning. Appointed were the president of the National Association of Real Estate Boards (now National
Association of Realtors), two representatives from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, president of The
American Civic Association, president of The American Society of Landscape Architects (and past
president of the American City Planning Institute), secretary and director of The National Housing
Association, counsel of the Zoning Committee of New York, and a representative of the National
Conference on City Planning and National Municipal League (and past president of the American City
Planning Institute).14
In 1922 the Commerce Department published a Zoning Primer:
For several years there had been developing a feeling that some agency of the Federal
government should interest itself in building and housing. The Congress of the United States
made an appropriation for such activities for the year 1921-1922. The department was to
“collect and disseminate such scientific, practical, and statistical information as may be
12

Supra, Euclid, “The ordinance now under review, and all similar laws and regulations, must find their justification
in some aspect of the police power, asserted for the public welfare.”
13
At the federal level, Single-family is defined as either one- to four-unit dwellings (see FHA, Glossary,
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO/documents/4000.1hsnghlossry.pdfand Fannie Mae, Selling Guide,
https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b2/3/01.html), or as Single-family structures (see US Census
Bureau).The Census Bureau’s definition includes fully detached, semi-detached (semi-attached, side-by-side), row
houses, duplexes, quadruplexes, and townhouses. In order for attached units to be classified as single-family
structures, each unit must meet these additional requirement : (i) Be separated by a ground-to roof wall, (ii) Have
a separate heating system, (iii) Have individual meters for public utilities, and (iv) Have no units located above or
below. https://www.census.gov/construction/chars/definitions/.
14
Advisory Committee on Zoning of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Zoning Primer, 1922. The president of The
American Society of Landscape Architects was Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., son of famed landscape architect
Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr.
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procured, showing or tending to show approved methods in building, planning, and
construction….”15
Given its name and makeup, it comes as no surprise that the members of the Advisory Committee were
unabashed supporters of zoning under the police power and the move to zoning districts restricted to 1unit, single-family structures. The Primer described zoning as “the application of common sense and
fairness to the public regulations governing the use of real estate. It is a painstakingly, honest effort to
provide each district or neighborhood, as nearly as practicable, with just such protection and just such
liberty as are sensible in that particular district. But these differing regulations are the same for all
districts of the same type. They treat all men alike.”16
The Primer goes on to describe how zoning protects lives and reduces the cost of living: “No one can put
up a large apartment building house on [two vacant lots near a single-family detached house],
overshadowing your home, stealing your sunshine, and spoiling the investment of 20 years’ savings. Nor
is anyone at liberty to erect a noisy, malodorous public garage to keep you awake nights or drive you to
sell for half what you put into your house. If a town is zones, property values become more stable,
mortgage companies are more ready to lend money, and more houses can be built.… By zoning, millions
of waste from scrapping buildings in “blighted districts” may be eliminated…. Expensive public services
of water, gas, electricity, sewers, and transportation are maintained at great waste in order to get
through the “blighted” district to the more distant and newly fashionable location…. If zoning can reduce
the cost of living, why not have it?”17
The Primer spoke favorably of a 1920 Ohio case which held: “[o]ne and two-family houses were less
subject to noise, litter, danger of contagion, and fire risk than multi-family houses, and that they could
be placed in different districts under the police power.”18
The Primer noted that as of 1922, 24 states had passed either general or specific zoning enabling acts.19
In 1922 the Commerce Department issued the preliminary edition of “A Standard State Zoning Enabling
Act under Which Municipalities Can Adopt Zoning Regulations”. 20 It noted:
 The grant of zoning power under the state’s police power is “for the purpose of promoting
health, safety, morals, or the general welfare.” (Section 1)
 The “essence of zoning” is the ability to have “regulations [on the use of buildings and
structures] in one district … differ from this in other districts.” (Section 2)
Revised editions followed in 1923, 1924, and 1926. All were prepared by the advisory committee on
zoning appointed by Hoover.
By 1923, an early real estate treatise observed that: “Speaking broadly there are three major purposes
which a city seeks through adherence to a city plan: (1) the protection of the community as a whole
15

Supra. Zoning Primer, 1922.
Supra. Zoning Primer, 1922.
17
Supra. Zoning Primer, 1922.
18
Supra. Zoning Primer, 1922. State of Ohio ex rel. Morris v. Osborn.
19
Supra. Zoning Primer, 1922.
20
Advisory Committee on Zoning of the U.S. Department of Commerce, A Standard State Zoning Enabling Act
Under Which Municipalities Can Adopt Zoning Regulations, 1922.
16
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from the hazards of fire, health, etc. caused by unrestricted, uncontrolled development: (2) the
unification of the city community by placing in the hands of a directing body; (3) stabilization of land
values by protecting certain districts from untimely invasion of undesirable features which bring with
them a cheapening of values. The first object furnishes the legal basis for city planning and zoning
activities…. Under the police power, cities are legally justified in prohibiting [crowded tenements,
skyscraping office buildings, narrow, congested streets where the sun never shines] and in taking such
steps to correct it where it has already developed…. The stabilization of land values is one of the
objectives to be attained by city planning and zoning. One of the great sources of instability in city land
values is the untimely invasion by undesirable elements of districts whose character has been fairly well
fixed. This is seen, for example, when an odious factory invades a high class residential district, or when
a ubiquitous grocery store appears on a corner opposite an aristocratic residence…. In operation
[zoning] divides the city into sections and designates what shall predominate in each section. Thus in a
Class A residential section, only one-family residences are permitted; in a B residential section,
apartments may be erected, but no business structures; while in a Class C residential section, certain
types of less objectionable businesses may be conducted.”21
In the 1924 edition of the standard zoning act, Hoover added a forward, in which he took a victory lap
for the great zoning progress that had been made in the few short years since the Commerce
Department began its work:
The discovery that it is practical by city zoning to carry out reasonable neighborly agreements as
to the use of land has made an almost instant appeal to the American people. When the
advisory committee on zoning was formed in the Department of Commerce, in September 1921,
only 48 cities and towns, with less than 11,000,000 inhabitants, had adopted zoning ordinances.
By the end of 1923, a little more than two years later, zoning was in effect In 218 municipalities,
with more than 22,000,000 inhabitants, and new ones are being added to the list each month.
In this rapid movement the fundamental legal basis on which zoning rests cannot be overlooked.
Several of our states, fortunately, already have zoning enabling acts that have stood the test in
their own courts. This standard act endeavors to provide, in so far as it is practical to foresee,
that proper zoning can be undertaken under it without injustice and without violating property
rights…. Practical zoners who have been associated with the majority of zoned cities were
consulted for their opinions, and the committee itself represents the professional, commercial,
and civic societies most interested in zoning problems.”22
By 1926, when the revised edition of the Zoning Primer was published, no mention was made of the
previously noted 1920 Ohio case, which spoke favorably of equal treatment of one and two-family
houses. In its place were cases from Brookline, MA and Los Angeles, CA which held for the “exclusion of
two-family houses or multifamily houses in certain districts.”23

21

Fisher, (1923), Principles of Real Estate Practice, New York, The Macmillan Co. pp. 216-219.
Advisory Committee on Zoning of the U.S. Department of Commerce, A Standard State Zoning Enabling Act
Under Which Municipalities Can Adopt Zoning Regulations, 1924.
23
Advisory Committee on Zoning of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Zoning Primer, 1926. As late as 1930, one
finds this observation: “There are always so-called “border-line” uses that are difficult to assign to one district or
another…. in such a way as to work the least injury and still promote the best interests of the whole group. The
decision as to whether duplexes or two-family dwellings should be permitted in single-family districts might be
mentioned as typical of the problems mentions. Fisher, (1930), Advanced Principles of Real Estate Practice, New
York, The Macmillan Co., p. 314
22
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The 1926 Primer noted that the number of states passing enabling acts had increased to 43 (up from 24
noted in 1922). Further, there were now 426 zoned municipalities with more than 27,000,000
inhabitants.24
The pivotal court decision which led to the predominance in the United States of zoning districts
consisting entirely of one-unit single-family detached dwellings was Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty
Co., decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1926.25
[Euclid Village], in an attempt to prevent industrial Cleveland from growing into and subsuming
Euclid and prevent the growth of industry which might change the character of the village,
developed a zoning ordinance based upon 6 classes of use, 3 classes of height and 4 classes of
area. The property in question was divided into three use classes, as well as various height and
area classes, thereby hindering Ambler Realty from developing the land for industry. Ambler
Realty sued the village, arguing that the zoning ordinance had substantially reduced the value of
the land by limiting its use, amounting to a deprivation of Ambler's liberty and property without
due process…. The Court held that the zoning ordinance was not an unreasonable extension of
the village's police power and did not have the character of arbitrary fiat, and thus it was not
unconstitutional…. Further, the Court found that Ambler Realty had offered no evidence that
the ordinance had any effect on the value of the property in question, but based their assertions
of depreciation on speculation only. The court ruled that speculation was not a valid basis for a
claim of takings.26
By 1931, more than 46,000,000 inhabitants lived under zoning, comprising 67 percent of the urban U.S.
population.27

5) The U.S. Department of Commerce was complicit in promoting the use of geographically separated
zoning districts consisting of (i) 1-unit, single-family structures or (ii) multifamily structures (including
2-4 units) to keep racial and ethnic groups separate.
While the stated goals of zoning policy espoused by the Department of Commerce were written in highminded prose, the true purposes were much more suspect; that is, keeping Blacks and immigrants from
southern and central Europe in zoning districts segregated from whites.
As noted earlier, initially the justification for zoning was that it protected property values by excluding
nuisance-type uses in residential areas— an odious factory invading a high class residential district, or a
ubiquitous grocery store appearing on a corner opposite an aristocratic residence.28 We see this in both
the Commerce Department’s 1922 and 1926 Zoning Primers, where the protection of property values
was a prominent justification for zoning.29

24

U.S. Department of Commerce, Zoning Primer, 1926.
Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 1926
26
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Village_of_Euclid_v._Ambler_Realty_Co.
27
Advisory Committee on Zoning of the U.S. Department of Commerce, The Preparation of Zoning Ordinances. A
Guide for Municipal Officials and Others in the Arrangement of Provisions of Zoning Regulations, 1931
28
Supra. Fisher, 1923
29
Supra. Zoning Primer, 1922 and 1926
25
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This view was confirmed by Fisher when he noted in 1923 that one of the three major purposes which
“a city seeks through adherence to a city plan is the stabilization of land values by protecting certain
districts from untimely invasion of undesirable features which bring with them a cheapening of
values.”30
The U.S. Supreme Court in 1917 found that directly using zoning to separate races was an inappropriate
exercise of police power.31 In 1923, Stanley McMichael, a leading observer of real estate markets and
the growth of cites, would make only two observations about racial and national groupings in his 367
page treatise:32
“Zoning by race or color is invalid under the United States Constitution.”
“In some allotments attempts have been made to prevent [by private deed restrictions] the
sales of lots to so-called undesirable people. Courts, however, have refused to enforce
restrictions of this nature….”
While efforts to enact explicit racial zoning were largely blocked by U.S. Supreme Court decisions, zoning
and zoning districts blessed by Euclid became a tool to achieve “legally” what was illegal under the
Constitution. Zoning could be used to create geographically separate districts where one-unit singlefamily detached housing was segregated from multifamily housing.
By 1928, the concept of planning and zoning was described as follows:
The plan shall be made with the general purpose of guiding and accomplishing a coordinated,
adjusted and harmonious development of the municipality and its environs which will, with
accordance with present and future needs, best promote health, safety, morals, order,
convenience, prosperity, and general welfare, as well as efficiency and economy in the process
of development; including among other things, adequate provision for traffic, the promotion of
safety from fire and other dangers, adequate provision for light and air, the promotion of the
healthful and convenient distribution of population, the promotion of good civic design and
arrangement, wise and efficient expenditure of public funds, and the adequate provision of
public utilities and other public requirements.[emphasis added]33
While the 1928 quote appears innocuous enough, the highlighted terms were code words for other ends
for which zoning into sections might prove ‘useful’; in particular containing the “invasion” of Blacks and
southern and eastern European immigrants into one-unit residential zones.
30

Supra. Fisher, 1923
The seminal case was Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60 (1917), “in which the Supreme Court of the United States
addressed civil government-instituted racial segregation in residential areas. The Court held unanimously that a
Louisville, Kentucky city ordinance prohibiting the sale of real property to blacks in white-majority neighborhoods
or buildings and vice versa violated the Fourteenth Amendment's protections for freedom of contract...” Further,
the Court “ruled that the motive for the Louisville ordinance, separation of races for purported reasons, was an
inappropriate exercise of police power, and its insufficient purpose also made it unconstitutional.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buchanan_v._Warley
32
Supra. McMichael, (1923), pp. 326, 200
33
Advisory Committee on City Planning and Zoning of the U.S. Department of Commerce, A Standard City Enabling
Act, (1928) p. 17. The standard city enabling act gave the local planning commission power over zoning (Section 11,
p. 24).
31
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This new use for zoning is clear by the time McMichael came out with his 1928 revised edition. He
added an entirely new chapter of 10 pages, entitled “Racial and National Settlements and Groupings.”34
Immigrants entering the country in such large numbers, many being unable to speak English,
caused the growth of many racial and national settlements in American cities….35
While settlements of foreign born residents or colored people sometimes have the effect of
making cities grow rapidly, it is significant that in some instances, notably where Negroes
congregate, land values in the locality occupied by them are depressed…. [While welfare
workers often disapprove of the geographic congregation of foreign born into settlements,] if
the population should spread throughout a city, it might have a decidedly depressing influence
over a wide range of residential territory….
A most troublesome problem in assimilation which has confronted American cities for years is
what to do with the Negro population. Since 1915 there has been a steady migration of these
people from southern to northern cities. In the latter communities the colored population has
doubled and trebled in many instances.
…With the increase in colored population coming into northern cities, they have, however,
overrun their old districts, and swept into adjoining ones, or passed to other sections and
formed new ones. This has naturally has a decidedly detrimental effect on land values, for few
white people, however inclined to be sympathetic, with the problem of the colored race, care to
live near them. Property values have been greatly depreciated by having a single colored family
on a street formerly occupied exclusively by whites.
…Attempts to pass laws segregating the colored people to a given district have not been
successful from a legal standpoint, on account of the 14th amendment to the constitution of the
United States.
He also greatly expanded the zoning chapter from 13 pages to 19 pages. It was now titled: “Zoning and
Private Restrictions” (formerly just entitled “Zoning”): 36
The steady flow of the Negro into the middle and northern states and cities has made the racial
problem national in importance. Neighborhoods populated by white persons have been invaded
by colored families, and often aristocratic residential districts have suffered tremendous
lessening of property values because of the appearance of a Negro resident.37
Given that areas occupied exclusively by Blacks had much lower rents, with a large percentage in need
of major repairs or unfit for use, zoning districts and land use restrictions could be used to separate

34

Supra. McMichael, (1928), pp. 340-349
Supra. McMichael, (1928), the flow was predominantly from Italians, Poles, and Austrians (southern and central
Europe.)
36
Supra. McMichael, (1928), pp. 370
37
Supra. McMichael, (1928), pp. 370
35
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higher cost neighborhoods, consisting of single-family detached dwellings from lower cost and run down
neighborhoods with lots of rental units.38
In Euclid apartments were described as being “very often … a mere parasite” and “very near to being
nuisances.”39 It was but a small step to substitute as nuisances, Blacks and southern and eastern
Europeans living in 2-4 unit structures and thus use zoning to help assure that they would not be
allowed to invade districts consisting of higher class one-unit single-family detached homes.
Zoning was now used to address the perceived the concern that “Neighborhoods populated by white
persons have been invaded by colored families, and often aristocratic residential districts have suffered
tremendous lessening of property values because of the appearance of a Negro resident.”40
What had started out as an effort to restrict the “untimely invasion by undesirable [use] elements [into
residential] districts’41 became an effort to assure that Blacks and southern and eastern Europeans were
kept out of districts consisting of higher class one-unit single-family detached homes.
However, it would take a second federal agency to incorporate and institutionalize these zoning policies
into mortgage lending.

6) Beginning in 1934 the Federal Housing Administration took the over from the Commerce
Department and continued to play a pivotal role in using zoning to keep Blacks and immigrants from
southern and central European in zoning districts segregated from whites.
The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) was established under the National Housing Act of 1934. In
1935 FHA issued its first underwriting manual.42

38

Data on in 64 cities in 1934:
92% of the white population lived in blocks occupied exclusively by whites, which comprised 85% of the
100,770 blocks in the study
 46% of nonwhites lived in blocks occupied exclusively by nonwhites, which comprised 5% of the 100,770
blocks in the study
 $23.08: average rent of dwelling units in blocks occupied exclusively by whites; 12.2% in need of major repairs
or unfit for use
 $14.90: average rent of dwelling units in blocks occupied by a mixture of white and other races; 38.6% in need
of major repairs or unfit for use
 $9.34: average rent of dwelling units in blocks occupied by a nonwhites; 50.9% in need of major repairs or
unfit for use
Source: Hoyt, FHA, The Structure and Growth of Residential Neighborhoods in Cities, Chapter 5, 1939
39
Supra. Euclid
40
Supra. McMichael, (1928), pp. 370
41
Fisher, 1923
42
FHA Underwriting Manual, April 1, 1936, Part II, Sections 201-291. The forward to City Growth Essentials was
written by Ernest Fisher, former assistant executive secretary to the National Association of Real Estate Boards
(whose president was appointed to the Advisory Committee on Zoning in 1921) and became the first chief
economist at the Federal Housing Administration in 1934, where he was a key author of the FHA Underwriting
Manual.
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FHA established detailed neighborhood standards including:
 Areas in which development has been accomplished in accordance with accepted principles of
good housing are quite apt to be much more stable than those areas where little thought or
attention has been paid to … controlled similarity of structures.
 [Neighborhoods] where no effort was made for planning or homogeneous development, have
suffered and are now occupied by owners or tenants of a markedly lower social and financial
class….The mixed neighborhoods with heterogeneous types of properties and methods of
construction with varying sizes of homes and age groups of structures, when placed in
competition with the better areas, will retrograde at a much faster rate in the future than in the
past, regardless of the probability that population increase may be at a much slower rate in
future years.43
 Protection in the form of zoning restrictions is almost universal. The best artificial means of
providing protection from adverse influences is through the medium of appropriate and welldrawn zoning ordinances….Usually the protection against adverse influences afforded by these
means include prevention of the infiltration of …lower class occupancy, and inharmonious racial
groups.
 The [FHA] Valuator should investigate areas surrounding the location to determine whether or
not incompatible racial and social groups are present, to that end an intelligent prediction may
be made regarding the possibility or probability of the locations being invaded by such
groups….A change in social or racial occupancy leads to instability and reduction in
values….Once the character of a neighborhood has been established it is usually impossible to
induce a higher social class than those already in the neighborhood to purchase and occupy
properties in its various locations.
 Of prime consideration to the [FHA] Valuator is the presence or lack of homogeneity regarding
types of dwellings and classes of people living in the neighborhood.
 [I]f the children of people living [in a pleasant area] are compelled to attend school where the
majority or a goodly number of the pupils represent a far lower level of society or an
incompatible racial element, the neighborhood will prove far less stable and desirable than if
this condition did not exist.
 [A]dequate zoning regulations or effective deed restrictions …provide the surest protection
against undesirable encroachment and inharmonious use.
 Recommended [deed] restrictions include: prohibition of the occupancy of properties except by
the race for which they were intended.
 The [new] development which bases its sales program solely upon lower-cost land in order to
compensate for its inaccessibility to community and cultural centers, especially when the sales
appeal to a low-income group, will seldom prove successful.
As a result of these neighborhood standards, FHA, by the late-1930s, began taking an active role in the
examining of zoning and subdivision standards. “When zoning did not meet FHA standards, correction
was sought.” Areas where this occurred ranged from Los Angeles to small towns in upstate New York.44

43

McMichael, 1928
See Whittemore, University of North Carolina, How the Federal Government Zoned America: The Federal Housing
Administration and Zoning, Journal of Urban History, 2012
44
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From 1935 on, FHA was a significant force in real estate finance and its standards were widely adopted.
“In 1940, 80 percent of all subdivisions developed under FHA supervision were restricted to single-family
construction at an average of 3.26 units to an acre.”45
Today we can say that “the effect of [legal and policy decisions made in the 1920s regarding] singlefamily zoning [has been] far-reaching: It is illegal on 75 percent of the residential land in many American
cities to build anything other than a detached single-family home.”46

7) Remedial action should be taken by the HUD to ameliorate the wrongs it and the Commerce
Department committed regarding zoning, specifically promoting the use of geographically separated
zoning districts consisting of either (i) 1-unit, single-family structures or (ii) multifamily structures
(including 2-4 units) with the purpose of keeping racial and ethnic groups separate.
One possible remedial action which might be taken by HUD to ameliorate the wrongs the federal
government committed regarding zoning would be to require that FHA insurance only be made available
in local jurisdictions where Single-family refers to one- to four-unit dwellings by right.47 This action
would be consistent with the HUD secretary’s obligation to operate HUD programs, including FHA, in a
manner so as to affirmatively further the Fair Housing Act.48

8) The quantity of “missing” 2-4 unit residential dwellings and structures is estimated at 8 million
units.
The purpose of zoning and land-use restrictions is to promote the general welfare; however, given the
supply shortage, these laws are doing the opposite.
Over time, the balance of power regarding development and redevelopment of private property has
shifted from property owners to NIMBY (“Not in My Back Yard”) groups with an effective veto on land
use and new construction. While NIMBYism is usually thought of as being aimed at restricting large-scale
multifamily developments, it has done much to constrain the construction of 2-, 3-, and 4-family
structures (Light Touch Density or LTD).
Up until the 1920s, various types of 1-4 unit residential dwellings (1-unit detached, 1-unit attached
(town or row houses), and 2-, 3-, and 4-unit structures) were much more common and were
commingled in residential areas. As local zoning ordinances spread rapidly during the 1920s, most
municipalities shifted to dividing residential districts into sub-districts; one district limited to 1-unit
detached, and others allowing for 1-unit attached, 2, 3, 4 and 4+ structures. This shift was promoted and
45

Supra. Whittemore
Badger, New York Times, Cities Start to Question an American Ideal: A House With a Yard on Every Lot, June 18,
2019.
47
FHA defines Single-family as one- to four-unit dwellings,
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/OCHCO/documents/4000.1hsnghlossry.pdf.
48
Fair Housing Act (42 U.S.C. 3608 ): The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development shall administer the
programs and activities relating to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the
policies of this subchapter.
46
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encouraged by the federal government. As a result, the share of 2-4 residential units not only dropped
dramatically, but these units were now largely segregated from 1-unit detached districts.
As seen in the pie charts below, 2-unit dwellings comprised 10.7% of the stock of 1-4 housing units49. By
2008 this had dropped by more than half to 5.1%.
Chart 4: Share of 1-4 Housing Units by Type: 1940 vs 2008
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau,
https://www2.census.gov/library/publications/2010/compendia/statab/130ed/tables/11s0984.pdf

Returning to the level of Light-Touch Density (LTD) prevalent in the 1940 in single-family areas would
potentially result in 8 million more units (6.7 million more in 2-4 structures and 1.3 million more singlefamily attached units), thereby yielding a 6% increase in total units with minimal infrastructure cost. 50

9) Replacing 1-unit, single-family zoning districts with Light-Touch Zoning (LTZ) districts (defined as
zones that allows 1-4 unit dwellings or structures, which is how at the federal level, single-family is
defined) presents a market-based solution that would substantially ameliorate the current supplydemand imbalance, which we can demonstrate in using a case study
Because of the missing LTD, the answer to today’s affordability crisis is for local governments to replace
single-family zoning and related regulatory constraints with by-right 1-4 unit zoning. (‘by-right’ implies
that no public hearing or variance is required to build). This would encourage more LTD construction
and would help keep home price increases more in line with inflation. Fortunately, certain states and
localities such as Oregon, Minneapolis, and Durham, N.C., have already allowed by-right development of
2-4 family residences on single-family lots.
Evidence from a case study on a New Jersey municipality that has allowed both one- and two-family
homes to be built on an equal basis in residential zones which comprise virtually all of its area.

49

Advisory Committee on Zoning of the U.S. Department of Commerce, A Standard State Zoning Enabling Act
Under Which Municipalities Can Adopt Zoning Regulations, 1924.
50
Estimates based on changes shown in 1-4 units by type shown above, applied to housing stock in 2008.
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All of this is not just theory. Our confidence in the effectiveness of LTD up-zoning is partially based on a
case study of Bergen County, NJ - a suburb of New York City just across the Hudson River from
Manhattan. Palisades Park, NJ has, since the adoption of its first zoning ordinance in 1939, allowed both
one- and two-family homes to be built on an equal basis in residential zones which comprise virtually all
of its area. However, most of its neighboring boroughs either completely or substantially maintained
one-family zones which exclude two-family structures.
The AEI Housing Center created a zoning map that extends from Ridgefield to Teaneck, NJ, that covers
those jurisdictions as well as several others located in between (see first map on the following page). A
quick glance at the zoning map reveals much arbitrariness in zoning across – but also within – counties.
Teaneck, Bogota, and Leonia are dominated by 1 family; Ridgefield Park, Ridgefield, and Cliffside Park
contain more varied housing; and Palisades Park primarily allows for 1-2 family units (“Other” is
industrial or land not used for housing).
The relatively small corridor of boroughs in the area of Bergen County near the George Washington
Bridge with similar economic conditions, creates as close to a natural experiment as possible to evaluate
LTD up-zoning. As house prices increase, LTD conversions became economically viable. Thus, Palisades
Park’s population increased from 14,500 in 1990 to 20,000 in 2010 as LTD units were added, while it
remained near flat in two neighboring boroughs, Leonia and Ridgefield Park.
The people purchasing these new homes also have lower incomes than those in Leonia, thereby
weakening the key argument often leveled against LTD that it only benefits wealthier folks while
removing affordable units for lower-income types.51
Due to prudent city planning, Palisades Park’s land prices are higher per acre, but lower per housing
unit. And its property taxes are lower. (See second map on the following page, which shows land prices
by borough.)
This fact reveals another positive effect of LTD: because the cost of land per unit is lower, it allows for
the construction of lower-priced homes. Adding housing supply to the middle of the market is one of the
most effective ways to add affordable housing to lower levels. This is especially true given the failure of
industrialized housing construction to depose site-building as the dominant method of erecting houses
in the US and the far longer approval process associated with multi-family.52 As older homes are
converted to new LTD structures, higher-income households move into these new units, freeing up
more affordable housing for lower-income households. This process, known as filtering, is also entirely
market-driven. In general, since the housing market is always being churned by people moving or
passing away, we believe that a freer market would veer towards higher residential density and greater
affordability without subsidies.
51

Based on AEI Housing Center analysis of HMDA data for 2012-2018.
See Fisher, L. & Ganz, S. (2019), ‘Will homebuilding finally evolve? Lessons from the American experience with
factory building’. AEI Economic Perspectives. American Enterprise Institute (working paper). Some illustrative
quotes from the paper: “industrialized housing has never provided serious competition to site-built housing as the
dominant method for erecting single-family homes in the US” or “Returning to the question of whether factory
production can meaningfully increase affordability of traditional US housing, we think the answer remains no.”
52
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Figure 5: Residential Zoning and Land Prices in Selected Bergen CO, NJ Boroughs
Map 1: Residential Zones

Note: “Other” is industrial or land not used for housing.
Source: Most recent zoning map from each county’s master plan.
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Map 2: Land Values (price per acre)

Note: Land values are cross-section ‘Per Acre, As-Is’ estimates. This series reports
“the value of land per-acre, without any adjustments or corrections” for the
combined time period from 2012-2018.
Source: Davis, M., Larson, W., Oliner, S. & Shui, J. (2019), “The Price of Residential
Land for Counties, ZIP Codes, and Census Tracts in the United States.” FHFA Staff
Working Paper Series.

10) By Right Light Touch Density (LTD) Represents the Low Hanging Fruit of the Plethora of Supply
Constraints
Whether the issue is overcoming NIMBYism, reduced or no impact fees, avoiding affordable housing
mandates and direct subsidies, avoiding private subsidization through inclusionary zoning, promoting
high-density zoning near transit hubs, or the easing of excessive land use and building restrictions, Light
Touch Density (LTD) represents the low hanging fruit in the increasing supply conundrum.
For example:
 By taking advantage of existing infrastructure, impact fees could be substantially reduced or
eliminated,
 The building codes for LTD dwellings, while still protecting health and safety, are less onerous
than for structures with 10, 20, 30, or more units,
 Compared to structures with more than 5 units, which in many cases require an expensive and
time consuming approval process, LTD zoning by right provides cost saving by allowing for a
much faster remodeling/building cycle.
Districts restricted to 1-family zoning prohibit the conversion to a higher and better use of a desirable
parcel of land, with the following results:
 Land value per unit and land share as a percent of total value both increase to high levels
 Once the land cost per unit reaches a certain point, the existing structure, built decades before,
either becomes functionally obsolete or represents a highly inefficient use of the land
 When conversion to higher density is possible, the uses of the land become higher and better.
 In districts restricted only to single-family detached units, a tear down and replacement by a
‘McMansion’ becomes the only available higher and better use.
LTD by right reestablishes the balance between the interests of homevoters and current and future
property owners. By widely dispersing this right across what might be tens of millions of properties, the
impact on one single neighborhood will be less felt as the impact will be more widely dispersed.
Additionally, since LTD is a response to rising land prices, it is a market driven solution that enhances the
tax base for all, requires no explicit housing subsidies, relies on existing infrastructure, repurposes
obsolete or oversized homes, and is environmentally friendly by gradually replacing an aging housing
stock with modern eco-friendly homes close to jobs and other amenities.
In short, it allows “Real estate values [to] follow certain economic laws. The basis of value in real estate
is the same as that in any other valuable thing. The value of real estate arises from its desirability and its
scarcity---another way of saying that it depends on the demand and the supply. … Land values will be
highest where population is most concentrated and least valuable, as urban land, where population is
most thinly scattered.”53

53

Supra, Fisher, (1923) pp. 216-219
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To recapitulate, LTD is a market-based and market-driven solution as it allows a broad base of
landowners to naturally realize the land’s highest and best use- the “best possible and legal use or
employment of land which will yield the greatest return per dollar of investment.”54
In walkable, developed areas of the country, this use would often be a LTD residential structure. This
overcomes the artificial barrier zoning places on the highest and best use of the land. Therefore, by-right
light touch density zoning is the sine qua non to address the supply constraint that is the true barrier to
more affordable housing.
Therefore, after many decades of failed policies to increase supply, the logical approach is to eliminate
one-unit zoning. By-right LTD allows land to be used at its highest and best use—now defined as 1-4
units, which then spurs LTD housing, which added supply keeps home prices and rents more affordable.
There is reason for caution, however. Even if an area is zoned for 2 units, jurisdictions have found ways
to derail the concept of highest and best use if it is not combined with by-right development. Take the
Bergen County boroughs of Ridgefield or Teaneck as an example. Both boroughs have incorporated
stipulations on lot sizes or building definitions into their respective building codes, which make it near
impossible to build LTD even in areas zoned for 2-units. This highlights the need for by-right
development.55
Recent proposed California legislation provides another example of why 2-unit zoning needs to be
permitted by-right in order to bring about substantial LTD activity. Headlines promise transformative
change from proposed California Senate Bill 50 (SB 50), which among other changes, would allow
structures comprised of up to 4 units to be built on standard single-family lots- but the devil is in the
details. The bill is full of so many stipulations that it is unlikely to have much, if any, effect on affordable
supply.56
In contrast to the overly burdensome California legislation, Oregon’s House Bill 2001 provides a model
for implementing 2-4 unit by-right development. The Oregon statute is straightforward (and short). It
provides broad by-right zoning for either 2-unit or 2-4 units across much of Oregon and limits a locality's

54

Unger, M (1969), Real Estate Practices and Principles, 4th Edition. South Western Pub.
Ridgefield, NJ allows 2-unit buildings in part of the city, but the building code defines a duplex as an up-down
duplexes, which many buyers find less desirable than side-by-side units. Moreover, Teaneck, NJ mandated that 2unit housing requires a minimum of 6,000 sq. ft. per family or six times the minimum lots size of a 1-unit lot (2,000
sq. ft.). In practice, these stipulation effectively outlaw duplexes since such lots are hardly available. For
Ridgefield’s definition of duplex, see its building code § 390-37 District B Two Family Zone in Article IX Zoning
District Regulations, available at https://ecode360.com/RI0243. For Teaneck’s building code, see § 33-24 Zone
district requirements in Ch. 33 Art V: Zoning Ordinances, available at https://ecode360.com/TE0774
56
The bill stipulates that the 2-4 unit dwellings must be built on vacant land, or they may “convert an existing
structure that does not require substantial exterior alteration.” These two restrictions make it exceedingly difficult
to add units in practice. First, vacant land is hardly available in desirable areas. Second, adjusting a house that was
intended for single-family use into with 2-4 units often requires exterior alteration (after all, each unit likely needs
its own kitchen, 1-2 bathrooms and bedrooms, and a living room). The bill also requires that the structure "meets
local height, setback, and lot coverage zoning requirements as they existed on July 1, 2019." All told, these
regulations will likely stymie the development of new LTD units.
55
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ability to impose rules to circumvent this right.57 By removing existing hurdles and preventing localities
from developing new ones, this legislation should be far more effective than the red-tape filled efforts
discussed above and should serve as a template for the nation.

11) Key indicators to measure performance in increasing the supply of affordable housing
As already discussed, measuring barrier reduction can be fraught with problems, as policymakers can
reduce the number of barriers without meaningfully changing the feasibility of building new housing
(see above on Teaneck, NJ, Ridgefield, NJ, or California). If the goal is to add to supply, it is best to
measure outcomes in the form of new construction activity and entry-level affordability.
The AEI Housing Center’s new construction dataset (or similar data) could be used to track new
construction activity. However, focusing just on new construction sales can be misleading. Metros with a
large, relatively large and inexpensive housing stock such as Pittsburgh have exhibited relatively little
new construction activity but have experienced only moderate home price appreciation.
Therefore, to properly gauge the need for new construction activity, one needs to take housing
affordability into account. The AEI Housing Center’s Carpenter Index does just that. The Carpenter Index
combines local wages for carpenters (which are representative of the blue collar workforce and are
available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics at the metropolitan level) and local home prices into an
affordability measure that allows for metros to be directly compared to one another.58
For instance, the index is helpful for gauging whether metros with little new construction are (A)
affordable already and do not need new construction due to plentiful existing supply (such as
Pittsburgh), (B) unaffordable and desperately need new construction (such as San Diego), or (C) fall
somewhere in between those extremes.
Therefore, measures of progress should focus on outcomes, not inputs (such as reductions in barriers).
Measuring a combination of new construction activity and affordability would illuminate the progress
jurisdictions are making in reducing housing costs. HUD could rely on AEI metrics or develop their own.

57

The law reads that “a duplex [shall be allowed] on each lot or parcel zoned for residential use that allows for the
development of detached single-family dwellings” and demands that “regulations do not, individually or
cumulatively, discourage the development of all middle housing types permitted in the area through unreasonable
costs or delay.” (Oregon Enrolled HB 2001)
58
The Carpenter Index starts with average carpenter wages at the metro level, which is around $47,000. It then
assumes a household income that totals 150% of the carpenter’s wage, which is roughly the national average. This
yields a typical total carpenter household income of $71,000. A common rule of thumb is that, to be considered
affordable, a household should purchase a house no more than three times household income. The typical
carpenter household could then afford a home of up to $213,000. To complete the index, we observe the share of
entry-level homes that a carpenter household could purchase at three times its income.
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12) How to Expand FHA’s Role in Increasing the Supply of Entry-level Housing
Freed from artificial constraints on the highest and best use of the land, LTD will allow the market to
increase supply and make housing more affordable. However, it will take time to correct the policy
mistakes of past 100 years.
HUD/FHA can play its part to speed up the process. FHA is already active in this area:





HUD’s flagship program, the FHA single-family insurance program, insured about $150 billion in
home mortgages on 730,000 homes in 2018 alone.
In 2018, FHA supported the purchase of an estimated 85,000 newly built homes nationwide,
accounting for 11.6% of its 2018 purchase volume and a 2018 sales value of approximately $20
billion.
These homes accounted for 17% of all new construction sales and about 30% of all new
construction sales in the entry-level segment.

FHA could do more to spur a greater supply of entry-level home construction. Policy levers at HUD’s
disposal include:
 Limiting FHA loans on new construction sales to a floor area of <1800 sq. ft.
 Additionally, for new construction sales:
o Waiving the 1.75% upfront fee on homes
o Terminating the annual mortgage insurance premium after 8 years
o Allowing the builder to pay the annual premium (8 year term) with a lump sum of 4%
(counts as a seller concession)
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Appendix:
Methodology of new construction identification in public records
The AEI new construction indicator is primarily based on public records data, which are collected at the
county level. The tax assessor data include home characteristics such as when the home was built or its
square footage. The deed data contain seller names, which can provide clues to the home’s builder in
case the ‘Year Built’ variable is missing. We consider a sale a new construction sale if the home was built
after 2012 and the owner is the first purchaser of the home. Our data currently go back to 2012. Here is
a detailed description of our identification methodology:
•

•

•

•

•

Data Inputs
• Public Records (Deed & Assessor files)
• Zillow API and/or Listings data
Identification of new construction sales
• Year Built in Assessor data
• If Year Built is missing:
• Seller name (we have assembled a list of over 400 builders with their
subsidiaries and key words to identify smaller builders.) If the seller is a builder
and the Year Built is missing, then it is most likely a new construction that has
not yet been assessed.
• Query Zillow’s API for Year Built and Use Code. The data are not perfect, but
along with other data, this helps determine status.
• Sellers with multiple sales that are not individuals/gov’t/lender/other
corporations are most likely builders (relatively small number).
• Count only first sale of home as a new construction.
Verification and Quality Control
• Random sampling and checking of new constructions and existing homes using Zillow
data, Google street view/satellite images.
• Find 2% false positives and 1% false negatives.
• Builder example: AEI new construction indicator found 93% of DR Horton sales
(unweighted) and 105% (weighted)
Final dataset allows us to:
• Monitor new constructions at the property level,
• Accurately estimate new home sales at fine geographic levels when combined with
Home Sales numbers,
• Estimate additions to the existing housing stock when combined with Assessor data,
• Estimate sales by builder and track builder, and
• Combine new construction numbers with months’ supply and house price appreciation.
Other considerations
• Lag in data; appears to be fairly minor at around 1-2 months.
• Hard to identify owner-built homes without a long lag.
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